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QUESTION 1

Which two options are valid uses of the XML Configuration interface? (Choose two.) 

A. Install a portlet. 

B. Clone a skin module. 

C. Delete a shared library. 

D. Back up an IBM WebSphere Portal server configuration. 

E. Export all property files from a WebSphere Portal server. 

Correct Answer: DE 

 

QUESTION 2

Which folders are two of the root folders in the fs-type1 WebDAV entry point? (Choose two.) 

A. skins 

B. layout 

C. resources 

D. layout-templates 

E. theme-templates 

Correct Answer: AD 

older structure and reserved folder names The fs-type1 WebDAV entry points provide the following set of predefined
root folders used by themes: themes skins layout-templates common-resources iwidgets 

 

QUESTION 3

Which command is used to change the language during the navigational state in tags? 

A. SetLocale 

B. SetLanguage 

C. ChangeLocale 

D. ChangeLanguage 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

Frank has a portlet that accesses PUMA to retrieve some details about a user to control what is displayed in his custom
portlet (user categories). After some analysis, he sees that performance is poor and feels that this issue is because of
PUMA. Frank would like to store some of the PUMA objects in the session. 

Which PUMA object can be stored safely in the session? 

A. PumaHome 

B. PumaLocator 

C. PumaProfile 

D. PumaController 

Correct Answer: A 

: PumaProfile Contains methods that provide read-only access to the User and Group attributes and identifiers. You can
use this interface to get the User object for the current user. PumaLocator Contains methods for looking up User and
Group objects. You can use this interface to obtain a List of Group objects for all of the groups in which the current user
is a member. Beginning with Version 7.0 of WebSphere?Portal, paging is supported. Which means that the result set is
split up into subsets (pages) and a special iterator can be used to access the pages. PumaController Contains methods
for creating and deleting Users and Groups and for modifying the User and Group profiles and membership.
PumaEnvironment Contains methods to retrieve virtual principals, access general properties for user management, and
a method to bypass access control for the user and group management layer. Before the portlet can use these provider
objects, it must first retrieve the appropriate home interface, depending on the type of application. Standard portlet
com.ibm.portal.um.portletservice.PumaHome 

 

QUESTION 5

Which feature of the Theme Optimization Analyzer portlet will analyze the theme and its components for known issues
and then report the number of errors, warnings and informational messages? 

A. Reports 

B. Validation Reports 

C. Development Mode 

D. Remote Debugging 

Correct Answer: B 

Validation reports Use the validation portlet to verify that your theme contains no errors. The validation report analyzes
your theme and theme components for known issues and reports the number of errors, warnings, and informational
messages. It also includes a detailed explanation about how to fix the errors that occur. 
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